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DBSync for SQLite & MSSQL - the program for synchronization and migration of database in
SQLite & MSSQL! The software for conversion of MS SQL databases to SQLite and vice versa.
What is new in version 1.0: * On request a report for copying and synchronizing databases to
other databases in the application. * Support for MS SQL and SQLite databases * Support for MS
SQL Server 2000 and MS SQL Server 2008 * Support for SQLite database structures * Support for
table names from *.sqlite databases. * Support for schema and table names from *.sqlite
databases. * Support for SQLite file structure * Support for exporting MS SQL tables to SQLite file
* Support for importing SQLite file to MS SQL * Support for copying and synchronizing SQLite
database with SQLite file * Support for copying and synchronizing SQLite file with other SQLite
files * Support for copying and synchronizing MS SQL databases to SQLite and vice versa. *
Support for opening new tables and modifying existing ones in the database * Support for adding
new columns in existing tables * Support for opening MS SQL tables in their own tables * Support
for adding tables into existing schema in the database. * Support for opening MS SQL database in
its own database * Support for opening MS SQL database in its own tables * Support for changing
MS SQL database mode in its own database * Support for changing SQLite database mode in its
own database * Support for changing database ownership in its own database * Support for
creating triggers in existing tables in MS SQL and SQLite databases. * Support for setting
transaction settings in MS SQL and SQLite databases. * Support for setting constraint settings in
MS SQL and SQLite databases. * Support for importing and exporting data from MS SQL to
SQLite * Support for importing and exporting data from SQLite to MS SQL * Support for changing
SQLite database encryption to file encryption. * Support for changing SQLite file encryption to file
encryption. * Support for adding an autocommit setting in the database and the SQLite file. *
Support for viewing and changing SQLite file encryption settings. * Support for viewing and
changing database encryption settings. * Support for adding and modifying SQLite data page
sizes. * Support for viewing and changing SQLite data page sizes. * Support for viewing and
changing database page sizes. * Support for setting database page sizes. *
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KEYMACRO: This option specifies what kind of SQLite encryption will be used. Choose one of the
following methods: • DBSync for SQLite & MSSQL supports two different SQLite encryption
options: o Unencrypted: when the database is empty or contains a simple text-only table. o
Encrypted: when the database contains more complex tables, which require encryption. • If the
database is encrypted then the data will be encrypted at once by the server before the transfer
begins. • If the database is unencrypted then the data will not be encrypted. The data will remain
in its original state. Example: Using unencrypted data: ... \t\t\t \t\t\t DROP TABLE IF EXISTS
mytable; CREATE TABLE mytable (id INTEGER PRIMARY KEY, a INTEGER, b TEXT, c INTEGER,
d INTEGER); INSERT INTO mytable (a, b, c, d) VALUES (10, 'HELLO', NULL, 0); INSERT INTO
mytable (a, b, c, d) VALUES (20, 'HI', 'DUMMY', -1); INSERT INTO mytable (a, b, c, d) VALUES
(10, 'HI', NULL, 1); INSERT INTO mytable (a, b, c, d) VALUES (20, 'HI', 'DUMMY', 1); DBSync for
SQLite & MSSQL will create encrypted or unencrypted tables during migration. For example, it
will create a table as follows: CREATE TABLE mytable ( id INTEGER PRIMARY KEY, a INTEGER,
b TEXT, c INTEGER, d INTEGER ); When using an encrypted database, DBSync for SQLite &
MSSQL will create the table using the following SQL statement: CREATE TABLE mytable ( id
INTEGER PRIMARY KEY, a INTEGER, b TEXT, c INTEGER, d INTEGER ) ENCRYPTED; When the
encrypted database has been created successfully, the following SQL statement is generated:
CREATE TABLE mytable ( id INTEGER PRIMARY KEY, a INTEGER, b TEXT 2edc1e01e8



DBSync For SQLite And MSSQL

DBSync for SQLite & MSSQL is a comprehensive and easy-to-use database synchronization and
migration utility that will allow users to synchronize and convert databases from SQLite to MS
SQL or from MS SQL to SQLite rapidly and reliably. Operate with a whole database or select only
needed tables, fields, indexes and foreign keys to proceed! Configuring options is done through
Wizard interface or in command line mode. All possible migration options are presented at the
beginning of the process and in the end. The following are some migration possibilities: - to SQLite
database - from SQLite to MS SQL - from MS SQL to SQLite - from MS SQL to MS SQL - to
different SQLite schema - to another SQLite database - from SQLite to SQL Server - from SQL
Server to SQLite - from MS SQL to SQL Server - from SQLite to Oracle - from MS SQL to Oracle -
from SQL Server to SQLite - from MS SQL to MySQL - from SQLite to MySQL - from MySQL to
SQLite - from MS SQL to Firebird - from SQLite to Firebird - from Firebird to SQLite - from MS
SQL to Sybase - from SQLite to Sybase - from SQL Server to Sybase - from Sybase to SQL Server -
from MySQL to Sybase - from Sybase to MySQL - from Oracle to MySQL - from MS SQL to Oracle -
from SQLite to PostgreSQL - from PostgreSQL to SQLite - from MS SQL to PostgreSQL - from
PostgreSQL to MS SQL - from MySQL to PostgreSQL - from PostgreSQL to MySQL - from Sybase
to Oracle - from Oracle to Sybase - from Oracle to MySQL - from MySQL to Sybase - from SQL
Server to Oracle - from SQLite to SQL Server - from MS SQL to SQL Server - from SQL Server to
SQLite - from SQL Server to MySQL - from MySQL to SQL Server - from Oracle to SQL Server -
from PostgreSQL to SQL Server - from PostgreSQL to MySQL - from Oracle to PostgreSQL - from
Oracle to MySQL - from MySQL to PostgreSQL - from SQLite to SQL Server - from MS SQL to
SQLite - from SQLite to SQL Server - from SQL Server to SQLite - from MySQL to SQL Server -
from PostgreSQL to
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What's New In DBSync For SQLite And MSSQL?

DBSync for SQLite & MS SQL can be used to convert MS SQL database to SQLite (SQL Server to
SQLite) or SQLite database to MS SQL (MS SQL Server to SQLite) in a reliable and fast way. You
can sync your SQLite or MS SQL database to multiple SQLite databases or SQLite servers. You
can transfer MS SQL database to SQLite or SQLite database to MS SQL. You can synchronize
SQLite database with another SQLite database in SQLite server mode. You can also synchronize
SQLite database in SQLite server mode. You can synchronize SQLite database with another
SQLite database in SQLite server mode and vice versa. You can synchronize SQLite database to a
remote SQLite server. You can also synchronize SQLite database with another SQLite server and
vice versa. You can transfer MS SQL database to SQLite database in SQLite server mode. You can
also transfer SQLite database to MS SQL in SQLite server mode. You can transfer MS SQL
database to SQLite database and vice versa in SQLite server mode. You can copy SQLite database
to another SQLite database or to a remote SQLite server. You can also copy SQLite database to
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another SQLite server or to a remote SQLite server. You can copy MS SQL database to SQLite
database or vice versa in SQLite server mode. You can also copy MS SQL database to a remote
SQLite server or to a remote SQLite server. Please see the following Table 1 for more details
about the supported commands: TABLE 1 Supported Commands Command name Description
Transfer a SQLite database to a SQLite server mssql-to-sqlite-copy [ ] [ | ] [ ] mssql-to-sqlite-copy [
] [ ] [ ] [ ] Copy a SQLite database to a SQLite server sqlite-to-sqlite-copy [ ] [ | ] [ ] Copy a SQLite
database to another SQLite database sqlite-to-sqlite-copy [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] Copy a SQLite database to a
remote SQLite server sqlite-to-sqlite-server [ ] [ ] [ | ] [ ] Copy a SQLite database to



System Requirements:

Windows Vista Windows XP Java (Apple Macintosh systems require Java Version 6u21 or later)
Mac OS X (10.4.11 or later) SGI IRIX (Version 7.2 or later) Digital Performer (Version 10.0.3 or
later) Terms and Conditions: The base game will be playable for one year. You can purchase a
game license online for five years through Uplay. The box itself should be able to accommodate
both types of installation.
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